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Abstract

We introduce QGASP, a system that performs
question generation by using lexical, syntac-
tic and semantic information. QGASP uses
this information both to learn patterns and to
generate questions. In this paper, we briefly
describe its architecture.

1 Introduction

As in the TheMentor system (Curto et al., 2012),
QGASP (Question Generation with Semantic
Patterns) creates patterns based on a set of seeds.
However, contrary to TheMentor that relies on
lexicon-syntactic patterns, QGASP tries to take ad-
vantage of semantic information. The use of seman-
tic information is not new (see, for instance, Man-
nem et al. (2010)), but to the best of our knowledge
QGASP is the first system that relies on the lexical,
syntactic and semantic information in both the Pat-
tern Acquisition (PA) and the Question Generation
(QG) steps.

2 QGASP overview

Figure 1 illustrates QGASP architecture.

2.1 Pattern Acquisition
Our seeds are triples constituted by a question, its
answer (optional), and a snippet that could answer
that question. The question and the snippet from
each seed are processed by the Stanford syntactic
and dependency parsers (de Marneffe et al., 2006),
and MatePlus Semantic Role Labeler (SRL) (Roth
and Woodsend, 2014). A pattern is a bidirectional

Figure 1: QGASP overview

mapping between subtrees of the question and the
correspondent snippet.

2.2 Question Generation

Given a sentence, QGASP starts by parsing it,
exactly as before; then it matches the previously
learned patterns with the obtained structures.

2.3 The Matching Step

The matching step is the same, both in the PA and
QG stage. Considering that a loose matching strat-
egy will result in many patterns and questions, thus
introducing noise, whereas a too restrict approach
will end up in too specific patterns and low variabil-
ity of questions, QGASP allows the matches to be
done at lexical, syntactic and semantic level. First,
it compares both subtrees by checking if their struc-
ture is the same, that is, if the subtrees’ labels are
syntactically equivalent and the number of children
is the same (as suggested by Wang and Neumann
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(2007)). Then, QGASP checks, for each token pair,
if they match. For the lexical match, lemmas are ob-
tained from WordNet. The semantic match is based
on the SRL predicted verb and a verb dictionary.
This dictionary is the mapping between PropBank
(Palmer et al., 2005), VerbNet (Kipper et al., 2000)
and FrameNet (Baker et al., 2003), gathered from
SemLink1. If two verbs belong to the same set in
any of the resources, they are considered to match.
It is also considered a semantic match if two non-
verb tokens belong to the same synset, from Word-
Net (Miller, 1995), or if two Named Entitiess (NEs)
have the same type, according to Stanford Named
Entity Recognition (NER).

3 Evaluation

We tested QGASP on the Engarte corpus2. We used
Engarte’s 32 revised triples labeled as true. These
triples were then used both for PA and QG, and
tested in a leave one out approach (that is, if a pat-
tern is learned from a specific sentence during the
PA step, that pattern is not applied to that same sen-
tence during the QG phase).

In the PA step we obtained 23 Semantic patterns.
The generated questions with those patterns were
manually evaluated by two annotators according to
a simplification of Curto et al. (2012) guidelines:
plausible, with exception of minor edits such as verb
agreement (y), plausible needing context (c), and
implausible (n). There are 201 questions generated,
from which 92% are considered plausible of any sort
– a total of 184, from which only 32 were labeled
as plausible needing context. The Cohen’s Kappa
agreement was calculated on a subset of 115 random
questions. The obtained value was 0.67, considered
as a substantial agreement.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper briefly describes QGASP, a framework
for question generation. Although several points can
be improved in QGASP, it is possible to demon-
strate how seeds are learned, and how semantic fea-
tures can improve the QG process.

1http://verbs.colorado.edu/semlink
2http://nlp.uned.es/clef-qa/repository/

ave.php
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